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Abstract
Algorithmic stability is a classical approach to understanding and analysis of the generalization error
of learning algorithms. A notable weakness of most stability-based generalization bounds is that they
hold only in expectation. Generalization with high probability has been√established in a landmark paper
of Bousquet and Elisseeff (2002) albeit at the expense of an additional n factor in the bound. Specifically, their bound on p
the estimation error
p of any γ-uniformly stable learning algorithm
√ on n samples and
probability ≥ 1 − δ. The n overhead makes
range in [0, 1] is O(γ n log(1/δ) + log(1/δ)/n) with√
the bound vacuous in the common settings where γ ≥ 1/ n. A stronger bound was recently proved by
the authors (Feldman and Vondrak, 2018) that reduces the overhead to at most O(n1/4 ). Still, both of
these results give optimal generalization bounds only when p
γ = O(1/n).
We prove a nearly tight bound of O(γ log(n) log(n/δ)+ log(1/δ)/n) on the estimation error of√any
γ-uniformly stable algorithm. It implies that for algorithms that are uniformly stable with γ = O(1/ n),
estimation error is essentially the same as the sampling error. Our result leads to the first high-probability
generalization bounds for multi-pass stochastic gradient descent and regularized ERM for stochastic
convex problems with nearly optimal rate — resolving open problems in prior work. Our proof technique
is new and we introduce several analysis tools that might find additional applications.
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Introduction

We consider the following problem. Let s̄ = (s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ Z n be a dataset over an arbitrary domain and
M : Z n → [0, 1]Z be an arbitrary algorithm (or mapping) from datasets to functions over Z with range
in [0, 1]. M is said to be γ-uniformly stable if for all datasets s̄ and s̄0 that differ in a single element
kM (s̄) − M (s̄0 )k∞ ≤ γ. Equivalently, for every z ∈ Z, |M (s̄, z) − M (s̄0 , z)| ≤ γ (where M (s̄, z)
refers to the value of the function M (s̄) on z). Assume that s̄ consists of samples drawn i.i.d. from some
distribution P over Z. We address the question of how well the true expectation of M (s̄) on P, that is
[M (s̄)] = Ez∼P [M (s̄, z)] is approximated by the empirical mean of M (s̄) on s̄, that is Es̄ [M (s̄)] =
EPP
1
i∈[n] M (s̄, si ). The value
n
.
∆s̄ (M ) = | E[M (s̄)] − Es̄ [M (s̄)]|
P

is referred to as the estimation error of M at s̄.
The primary motivation and the origin of this question is understanding of the generalization error of
learning algorithms that are uniformly stable. In this context, Z = X × Y is labeled points and the goal
is to analyze a learning algorithm A that given s̄ outputs a model fs̄ : X → Y . The output of the learning algorithm is evaluated via some loss function `Y : Y × Y → R+ , with true loss being defined as
∗
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E(x,y)∼P [`Y (fs̄ (x), y)]. By defining M (s̄, (x, y)) = `Y (fs̄ (x), y) we get that the estimation error of M is
exactly the difference between the true loss of fs̄ and the empirical loss of fs̄ on s̄ (sometimes referred to as
the generalization gap).
Stability is a classical approach to proving generalization bounds pioneered by Rogers and Wagner
[RW78] and Devroye and Wagner [DW79a; DW79b]. It is based on analysis of the sensitivity of the learning
algorithm to changes in the dataset such as leaving one of the data points out or replacing it with a different
one. The choice of how to measure the effect of the change and various ways to average over multiple
changes give rise to a variety of stability notions that have been examined in the literature (e.g. [BE02;
MNPR06; SSSSS10]). Unfortunately, most stability notions only lead to bounds on the expectation or the
second moment of the estimation error over the random choice of the dataset. In contrast, generalization
bounds based on uniform convergence show that the estimation error is small with high probability (more
formally, the distribution of the error has exponentially decaying tails). Beyond theoretical interest, highprobability generalization bounds are necessary for inferring generalization when the algorithm is used many
times (as is common in practice).
High probability generalization bounds based on stability were first obtained by Lugosi and Pawlak
[LP94] for several specific learning algorithms. In a seminal work Bousquet and Elisseeff [BE02] developed a general approach based on the notion of uniform stability (defined above). While uniform stability
is a relatively strong condition, it is satisfied by several well-studied algorithms. For example, for strongly
convex Lipschitz losses the ERM is uniformly stable [BE02; SSSSS10] (we describe the bounds quantitatively in Sec. 4). More recently, Hardt et al. [HRS16] showed that for convex smooth losses the solution
obtained via gradient descent is uniformly stable allowing them to give the first generalization guarantees
for many variants of (stochastic) gradient descent. Importantly, no other known approaches give comparable
generalization bounds for these fundamental algorithms. Moreover,
there exist empirical risk minimizing al√
gorithms for convex problems whose generalization error is d times larger than the generalization bounds
obtained via stability, where d is the dimension of the problem [SSSSS10; Fel16]. This implies that approaches requiring uniform convergence over the set of all models that minimize the empirical loss (such
as most model-complexity-based bounds) will not lead to useful generalization guarantees in this case. We
remark that continuous optimization methods play a central role in modern machine learning and hence their
generalization properties is a topic of intense theoretical and practical interest in recent years.

1.1

Prior work

The main generalization bound for γ-uniformly stable algorithms given in [BE02] states that for some
constant c0 ,

Pr

s̄∼P n




√
1 p
∆s̄ (M ) ≥ c0 γ n + √
log(1/δ) ≤ δ.
n

(1)

This is in contrast to an easy observation that the expectations of EP [M (s̄)] and Es̄ [M (s̄)] are within γ.
Namely,

E

s̄∼P n


E[M (s̄)] − Es̄ [M (s̄)] ≤ γ.
P

Thus the bound on estimation error is√worse by at least a factor of
of lower bounds, note that the term

log(1/δ)
√
n

√

(2)

n than the expected difference. In terms

is necessary since even for an algorithm that outputs a fixed
2

function (or γ = 0) this is the optimal bound on the sampling error. In addition, estimation error is at least
γ since the function can change arbitrarily in this range.
Naturally, for most algorithms the stability parameter needs to be balanced against the guarantees on
the empirical loss. For example, ERM solution to convex learning problems can be made uniformly stable
by adding a strongly convex term to the objective [SSSSS10]. This change in the objective introduces an
error that may increase the original empirical loss. In the other example, the stability parameter of gradient
descent on smooth objectives is determined by the sum of the rates used for all the gradient steps [HRS16].
Limiting the sum limits the empirical loss that can be achieved. In both of those examples the optimal
√
expected loss can is achieved when γ = Θ(1/ n). Unfortunately, in this setting, eq. (1) gives a vacuous
bound. As a result, in these applications only bounds on the expectation of the true loss are stated. For
both of these applications, deriving a high-probability generalization bound is stated as an open problem
[SSSSS10; HRS16].
Note that eq. (2) does not imply that EP [M (s̄)] ≤ Es̄ [M (s̄)]+O(γ/δ) with probability at least 1−δ since
[M
EP (s̄)] − Es̄ [M (s̄)] can be negative and Markov’s inequality cannot be used. Such “low-probability”
generalization was first derived by Shalev-Shwartz et al. [SSSSS10] for learning algorithms that minimize
the empirical risk. For such algorithms they showed that


1
,
(3)
E [∆s̄ (M )] ≤ O γ + √
n
s̄∼P n
allowing them to apply Markov’s inequality.
Generalization properties of uniform stability were addressed in a recent work by the authors [FV18].
There we demonstrated that there exists a constant c1 such that




1 p
√
Prn ∆s̄ (M ) ≥ c1
γ+√
log(1/δ) ≤ δ
(4)
s̄∼P
n
improving on eq. (1) for γ = ω(1/n). This result reduces the overhead of high-probability generalization
√
√
from n to at most n1/4 (achieved for γ = 1/ n). This bound was used to strengthen the generalization
guarantees that are known for the convex optimization algorithms described above but only implies that
√
suboptimality of the solution is O(1/n1/3 ) with high-probability (whereas the optimal rate is O(1/ n)).
Further, we gave an optimal (up to constant factors) bound on the second moment of the estimation
error:




1
2
2
,
E ∆s̄ (M ) ≤ O γ +
n
s̄∼P n
improving on the O(γ + n1 ) bound in [BE02].
A natural question of whether the high-probability bounds can be strengthened (or a matching lower
bound can be proved) still remained open.

1.2

Our contribution

Our main result is a high-probability generalization bound for any γ-uniformly stable algorithm that has
only a logarithmic overhead. In particular, it gives an exponential improvement (in terms of the tail bound
δ) over prior work.
Theorem 1.1. Let M : Z n × Z → [0, 1] be an algorithm (or a data-dependent function) with uniform
stability γ. Then there exists a constant c such that for any probability distribution P over Z and any
3

δ ∈ (0, 1):
"
Pr

s̄∼P n

!#
p
log(1/δ)
√
∆s̄ (M ) ≥ c γ log(n) log(n/δ) +
≤ δ.
n

A somewhat surprising implication of this result is that algorithms that are uniformly stable with γ =
√
estimation error guarantees as algorithms that do not look at the data
O(1/ n) enjoy essentially the samep
√
and output a fixed function. For γ ≤ log(1/δ)/( n log(n/δ) log(n)), there is no significant contribution
depending on γ and our bound is optimal up to constant factors. In contrast, both previous works [BE02;
FV18] give similar generalization guarantees only when γ = O(1/n).
Proof approach: The high-probability generalization result in [BE02] (eq. (1)) is based on a simple observation that as a function of s̄, the estimation error has sensitivity of at most 2γ +1/n. Applying McDiarmid’s
√
concentration inequality immediately implies concentration with standard deviation of n(γ + 1/n) around
the expectation. The expectation, in turn, is at most γ by eq. (2).
The approach in our prior work [FV18] is based on a technique developed in [BNSSSU16] to prove
generalization bounds for differentially private algorithms. It bounds the tail by proving a bound on the
expectation of the maximum of many independent copies of the estimation error. The latter is bounded
by using a soft-argmax operation. Soft-argmax is itself stable and hence the expectation of the estimation
√
error of the copy it outputs is small. While the bound of γ derived using this approach may appear to be
arbitrary, it has been re-derived using other approaches by the authors and also by Weinberger and Rakhlin
[WR18] who used a bound on the second moment from [FV18] to bound the moment generating function
of the estimation error.
Our approach is based on two new ideas that both rely strongly on the structure of the estimation error.
The first idea is to upper bound the estimation error by using the bound on the estimation error over a smaller
√
dataset. This step is very simple technically and can already be used to re-derive the γ bound from our
√
√
√
earlier work [FV18] (optimizing the simple bound γ n0 + 1/ n0 over n0 ≤ n gives exactly 2 γ).
The second idea is to reduce the range or the output function by subtracting the mean and “clamping”
the values outside the range. Uniform stability can be used to ensure that for an appropriately chosen range
this procedure will introduce only a small error. The main technical issue is that we need to ensure that
the clamping procedure both preserves the stability parameter and does not shift the mean of the estimation
error (as the first step requires a zero-mean random variable). Achieving both of these goals requires a more
involved “clamping” procedure and delicate analysis.
Combining these procedures decomposes the estimation error into a sum of mixtures of “local” approximations (that is, accurate for specific setting of some of the samples in the dataset). Repeated application
of this combination in a recursive way gives the proof of our main result. The log n levels of recursion are
the reason for the log n overhead of our bound. In Sec. 3.1 we give a more technical overview of the proof.

1.3

Applications

We now apply our bounds on the estimation error to several known uniformly stable algorithms. Our main
focus are learning problems that can be formulated as stochastic convex optimization. Specifically, these are
.
problems in which the goal is to minimize the expected loss: FP (w) = Ez∼P [`(w, z)] over w ∈ K for some
convex body K ⊂ Rd and a family of convex losses F = {`(·, z)}z∈Z . The stochastic convex optimization
problem for a family of losses F over K is the problem of minimizing FP (w) for an arbitrary distribution
P over Z. For concreteness, we consider the well-studied setting in which F contains 1-Lipschitz convex
4

functions with range in [0, 1] and K is included in the unit ball (settings with an arbitrary Lipschitz constant
and domain radius can be reduced to this case via scaling).
Strongly convex ERM: In this setting with an additional assumption that loss functions in F are λstrongly convex, ERM has uniform stability of 4/(λn) [BE02]. We therefore obtain high-probability generalization bounds on ERM in this case that improve on the known results for any λ = o(1) (see Corollary
4.2 for details).
Using stability of ERM for strongly convex functions, Shalev-Shwartz et al. [SSSSS10] showed that
even without strong convexity, the stochastic convex optimization problem can be solved by adding a
√
strongly convex regularizer λ2 kwk2 to the empirical loss with λ = 1/ n. They demonstrate that the expected loss of this algorithm is optimal and conjecture that high-probability generalization bounds hold as
√
well. Using Thm. 1.1, we show that excess loss (or sub-optimality) of the solution is at most O(log(n/δ)/ n)
with probability at least 1 − δ, thereby proving the conjecture. (The optimal choice of λ is determined by balancing the estimation error and the error introduced by adding the regularizer and in our result
√
λ = log(n)/ n.).
Corollary 1.2. Let K be a convex body of radius 1, F = {`(·, z) | z ∈ Z} be a family of convex 1-Lipschitz
loss functions over K with range in [0, 1]. P
For a dataset s̄ ∈ Z n let ws̄ denote the empirical minimizer of
2
regularized loss on s̄: ws̄,λ = argminw∈K i∈[n] `(w, si ) + λn
2 kwk2 . There exist a constant c such that for
√
every distribution P over Z, δ > 0 and λ = log(n)/ n:


c log(n/δ)
√
Pr FP (ws̄,λ ) ≥ min FP (w) +
≤ δ.
s̄∼P n
w∈K
n
(Stochastic) gradient descent: Another fundamental application of uniform stability is proving generalization bounds for (stochastic) gradient descent on sufficiently smooth convex loss functions [HRS16].
Importantly, in this case the estimation error can be bounded without any assumptions on how close the output of the algorithm is to the empirical minimum. Therefore this approach can be used to give generalization
bounds for variants of SGD used in practice (as opposed to those prescribed by theoretical analysis). For
most versions of SGD no alternative analyses of the estimation error are known. The analysis in [HRS16] focuses on the stochastic gradient descent and derives uniform stability for the expectation of the loss (over the
randomness of the algorithm). From this result they obtained generalization in expectation over both randomness of the algorithm and the choice of the dataset. Obtaining bounds that hold with high-probability was
left as an open problem.
Theorem 1.1 ensures that the bounds on estimation error hold with high probability over the choice of
the dataset. This suffices to get generalization with high probability for deterministic variants of gradient
descent. As an example application we derive nearly optimal generalization bounds for full gradient descent
(see Corollary 4.4). To obtain generalization bounds for SGD we additionally observe that for most standard
choices of picking batches randomly, the uniform stability of the gradient descent as a function of the
randomness of SGD is highly concentrated around its mean. As a result we can obtain a bound on the
estimation error that holds with high probability over the randomness of SGD and is worse than the bound
that holds in expectation by at most a logarithmic factor. As an example application of this technique
we derive nearly optimal generalization bounds for stochastic gradient descent that uses sampling with
replacement for each gradient and batch size of 1 (see Corollary 4.7).
For comparison, a recent work of London [Lon17] considers extension of the generalization guarantees
in [HRS16] to high-probability over the randomness in the choice of samples. The approach there relies on
5

sensitivity of the estimation error to the choices of random samples. It requires
√ independent sampling at
each step and the resulting bound on the estimation error has an overhead of T , where T is the number
of iterations. As a result it gives much weaker bounds in the setting we consider ([Lon17] focuses on the
smooth and strongly convex case).
Prediction privacy: Finally, we show that our results can be used to improve the recent bounds on estimation error of learning algorithms with differentially private prediction. These are algorithms introduced
to model privacy-preserving learning in the settings where users only have black-box access to the learned
model via a prediction interface [DF18] (see Def. 4.8). The properties of differential privacy imply that the
expectation over the randomness of a predictor K : (X × Y )n × X of the loss of K at any point x ∈ X
is uniformly stable. Specifically, for an -differentially private prediction algorithm, every loss function
`Y : Y × Y → [0, 1], two datasets s̄, s̄0 ∈ (X × Y )n that differ in a single element and (x, y) ∈ X × Y :
0

E[`Y (K(s̄, x), y)] − E [`Y (K(s̄ , x), y)] ≤ e − 1.
K

M

.
Therefore, our generalization bounds can be directly applied to the data-dependent function M (s̄, (x, y)) =
EK [`Y (K(s̄, x), y)]. These bounds can, in turn, be used to get nearly optimal generalization bounds for an
algorithm for learning linear thresholds given in [DF18] (that relies on models of unbounded complexity).
The details of these applications appear in Section 4.

1.4

Other related work

Early work on stability focused on obtaining generalization guarantees for “local” algorithms such as knearest neighbor. The bounds were also primarily on variance of the estimation error (a notable exception is
[DW79a] where high probability bounds on the generalization error of k-NN are proved). See [DGL96] for
an overview. Stability is also used in a similar spirit for bounding the estimation error of other estimators
of true loss such as leave-one-out and k-fold cross-validation estimators (for example [BKL99; KKV11;
KLVV13]).
A long line of work focuses on the relationship between various notions of stability and learnability
in supervised setting (see [KR99; PRMN04; SSSSS10] for an overview). This work employs relatively
weak notions of average stability and derives a variety of asymptotic equivalence results. The results in
[BE02] on uniform stability and their applications to generalization properties of strongly convex ERM
algorithms have been extended and generalized in several directions (e.g. [Zha03; WP09]). Maurer [Mau17]
considers generalization bounds for a special case of linear regression with a strongly convex regularizer
and a sufficiently smooth loss function. Their bounds are data-dependent and are potentially stronger for
large values of the regularization parameter (and hence stability). However the bound is vacuous when the
stability parameter is larger than n−1/4 and hence is not directly comparable to ours. Kuzborskij and
Lampert [KL18] give data-dependent generalization bounds for SGD on smooth convex and non-convex
losses based on stability. They use on-average stability that does not imply generalization bounds with high
probability. Recent work of Abou-Moustafa and Szepesvári [AS18] and Celisse and Guedj [CG16] gives
high probability generalization bounds similar to those in [BE02] but using a bound on a high-order moment
of stability instead of the uniform stability. Recent applications of stability to generalization can be found
for example in [LLNT17; RSSTPHS18; CP18; CJY18]. We also remark that all these works are based on
techniques different from ours.
Uniform stability has several additional important connections to differential privacy [DMNS06]. First,
differential privacy is itself a type of worst-case stability guarantee that bounds the effect of every data point
6

on the output distribution of the algorithm. Our work is in part inspired by the recent progress showing
that differential privacy implies generalization with high probability [DFHPRR14; BNSSSU16]. Both the
assumptions and guarantees given in this line of work are different from ours and we do not know a way
to relate between those. For example, the generalization guarantees obtained in work on differential privacy hold with high probability over the randomness of the algorithm, whereas our results when applied
to a differentially private algorithm would only give generalization of the expectation over the algorithm’s
randomness. We remark that the techniques developed in this line of work were used to re-derive and
extend several standard concentration inequalities [SU17; NS17] and also in [FV18] to give an improved
generalization bound for uniform stability.
Uniformly stable algorithms also play an important role in privacy-preserving learning since a differentially private learning algorithm can usually be obtained by adding noise to the output of a uniformly stable
one (e.g. [CMS11; WLKCJN17; DF18]). Hence understanding the generalization properties of uniformly
stable algorithms is likely to play an important role in this line of research.

2

Preliminaries

For a domain Z, a dataset s̄ ∈ Z n in an n-tuple of elements in Z. We refer to element with index i by si and
by s̄i←z to the dataset obtained from s̄ by setting the element with index i to z. We refer to a function that
takes as an input a dataset s̄ ∈ Z n and a point z ∈ Z as a data-dependent function over Z.
We think of data-dependent functions as outputs of an algorithm that takes s̄ as an input. For example
in supervised learning Z is the set of all possible labeled examples Z = X × Y and the algorithm M is
defined as estimating some loss function `Y : Y × Y → R+ of the model fs̄ output by a learning algorithm
A(s̄) on example z = (x, y). That is M (s̄, z) = `Y (fs̄ (x), y). Note that in this setting EP [M (s̄)] is exactly
the true loss of fs̄ on data distribution P, whereas Es̄ [M (s̄)] is the empirical loss of fs̄ .
Definition 2.1. A data-dependent function M : Z n × Z → R has uniform stability γ if for all s̄ ∈ Z n ,
i ∈ [n], s, z ∈ Z, |M (s̄, z) − M (s̄i←s , z)| ≤ γ.
Two natural ways to use this definition for randomized algorithms are (1) consider stability of the expectation over the algorithm’s randomness EM [M (S, z)]; (2) consider stability of M (S, z) for a fixed setting
of M ’s random bits. The first approach is simpler and usually results in a better stability parameter but
only leads to generalization guarantees for EM [M (S)] (for examples see [EEP05; HRS16] and Sec. 4.2).
This approach is necessary for obtaining a non-trivial bound on uniform stability in classification problems
[LP94; BE02]. In contrast, the second approach may lead to generalization with high-probability over M ’s
randomness if the stability parameter can be upper-bounded with high probability (over M ’s randomness).
Uniform stability is equivalent to M (s̄, z) as a function of s̄ having sensitivity γ or γ-bounded differences
for all z ∈ Z.
Definition 2.2. A real-valued function f : Z n → R has sensitivity at most γ if for all s̄ ∈ Z n , i ∈ [n],
s ∈ Z, |f (s̄) − f (s̄i←s )| ≤ γ.
We will use McDiarmid’s inequality for functions of bounded sensitivity.
Lemma 2.3. Let f : Z n → R be a function with sensitivity of at most γ. Then for any distribution P over
.
Z, µ = Es̄∼P n [f (s̄)] and any t > 0,
2 /(nγ 2 )

Prn [f (s̄) ≥ µ + t] ≤ e−2t

s̄∼P
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.

Estimation error: For convenience, as in [FV18], we reduce bounds on ∆s̄ (M ) to bounds on the leaveone-out estimation error for the unbiased version of M (we include the details here for completeness).
.
Specifically, we define L(s̄, z) = M (s̄, z) − Ez∼P [M (s̄, z)]. Clearly, L is unbiased with respect to P
in the sense that for every s̄ ∈ Z n , EP [L(s̄)] = Ez∼P [L(s̄, z)] = 0. Note that if the range of M is [0, 1] then
the range of L is [−1, 1]. Further, L has uniform stability of at most 2γ since for two datasets s̄ and s̄0 that
differ in a single element,
|L(s̄, z) − L(s̄0 , z)| ≤ |M (s̄, z) − M (s̄0 , z)| + E [|M (s̄, z) − M (s̄0 , z)|] ≤ 2γ.
z∼P

Observe that
∆s̄ (M ) =

n

n

i=1

i=1

1X
1X
(EP [M (s̄)] − M (s̄, si )) = −
L(s̄, si ) = |Es̄ [L(s̄)]| .
n
n

The leave-one-out version of the estimation error is defined as follows. For any z ∈ Z let
Es̄←z [L] :=

1 X
L(s̄i←z , si ).
n
i∈[n]

Observe that the uniform stability of L implies that for every s̄ and every z,
|Es̄ [L(s̄)] − Es̄←z [L]| =

1 X
1 X
L(s̄, si ) −
L(s̄i←z , si )
n
n
i∈[n]

i∈[n]

1 X
L(s̄, si ) − L(s̄i←z , si ) ≤ γ.
≤
n

(5)

i∈[n]

Tail bounding function: The goal of our analysis is to bound the following function.
Definition 2.4. For an integer n, real R, γ > 0 and δ > 0, let Dδ (n, R, γ) be the maximum value D
such that for every domain Z, probability distribution P over Z, and a data-dependent γ-uniformly stable
function L : Z n × Z → [−R, R] such that Ez∼P [L(s̄, z)] = 0,
Pr[|Es̄←z [L]| ≥ D] ≤ δ.
Observe that by simple scaling, the range and stability in the definition of Dδ can be adjusted by an
arbitrary factor. That is, for an arbitrary factor α > 0,
Dδ (n, R, γ) =

3

1
Dδ (n, αR, αγ).
α

Proof of the Main Result

In this section, we prove our main concentration bound with exponential tails.
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(6)

3.1

Overview of our approach

Let us recall the main parameters of our problem: the dataset size n, the range [−R, R] of the function L,
and the uniform stability parameter γ. Our approach is based on two operations, which reduce the bound
on D(n, R, γ) (ignoring for the moment the dependence on the tail probability δ as defined at the end of
Section 2) to a bound on D(n0 , R0 , γ) for some n0 and R0 . For simplicity, we ignore some details and
logarithmic factors in the following.
√
Range reduction. If γ < R/ n, then by McDiarmid’s inequality, L(s̄, z) for each z is concentrated in
√
a window of size R0 = γ n < R. So we can “center” the function by subtracting the fixed function
√
φ(z) = Es̄ [L(s̄, z)] and then “clamp” the function L(s̄, z) − φ(z) to range R0 = γ n. We will need to deal
√
with two additional errors: the sampling error for φ which is on the order of R/ n, and the contribution of
the values that we have “clamped off”.
Dataset size reduction. For any setting of parameters, we can consider the dataset [n] as partitioned
into
b blocks of size n0 = n/b. (For the moment ignoring divisibility issues.) Since the estimation error,
1 Pn
i=1 L(s̄, si ), is an average over all coordinates, we can view it as an average of averages over each block.
n
The expression for each block, conditioned on ‘the variables outside the block, is just like the estimation
error for a smaller problem with dataset size n0 . Again we obtain some additional error terms, but roughly
speaking we can reduce the dataset size from n to n0 without significant change in the estimation error.
Let us assume for now we can do both of these operations in a way that preserves the stability parameter
γ and keeps the function unbiased (by which we mean the condition Ez [L(s̄, z)] = 0). Interestingly,
applying these two operations repeatedly essentially proves the concentration inequality that we want. We
√
sketch the argument below focusing on γ = R/ n. This is effectively the hardest regime (the result for
other values of γ is implied by applying one of the operations above once).
• Suppose that the estimation error as a function of n, R, γ is D(n, R, γ). We want to prove that for
√
γ = R/ n, D(n, R, γ) = Õ(γ).
√
• Starting with parameters n, R, γ such that γ = R/ n, we can use the block partitioning argument to
decrease the dataset size from n √
to n0 = n/b for some parameter b > 1. The stability parameter is
unchanged, and equal to γ = R/ bn0 .
√
√
• Since γ = R/ bn0 < R/ √n0 , we can
√ use the range reduction argument to clamp the function
0 = γ n0 = R/ b. The stability parameter remains (hopefully) unchanged,
L(s̄, z) to
a
range
of
R
√
γ = R0 / n0 . Hence we are back in the situation similar to the one we started from, with the stability
parameter being equal to the range divided by square root of the dataset size.
• Let’s assume by induction that the estimation error for the function we obtained is D(n0 , R0 , γ) =
Õ(γ). By reversing the two operations that we performed, we obtain that, up to the additional error
terms, the estimation error D(n, R, γ) remains roughly the same, D(n, R, γ) = Õ(γ)). This leads to
an inductive argument proving that the estimation error is indeed Õ(γ).
Remaining issues. The main issue that need to be resolved in order to carry out this strategy is that simple
“clamping” to a fixed range [−R0 , R0 ] might cause the function to be no longer unbiased. The bias can be
eliminated by subtracting the mean Ez [L(s̄, z)] again. Unfortunately, this operation may double the stability
9

√

parameter. As a result, using this simple fix leads to a worse bound on the estimation error: γ2O( log n) . To
avoid this large overhead one needs to design a “clamping” operation that preserves both Ez [L(s̄, z)] = 0
and the uniform stability parameter. It turns out that both requirements can be satisfied simultaneously by
a s̄-dependent shift of the range, [−R0 + bs̄ , R0 + bs̄ ] that however requires a rather delicate analysis. We
present this construction in Section 3.2.
The unbiased property needs to be also preserved in the block partitioning operation. Here, we obtain it
essentially “for free”, since the property ∀s̄; Ez [L(s̄, z)] = 0 is preserved under conditioning on a subset of
the coordinates in s̄. Thus the block partitioning operation is technically rather simple.

3.2

Range reduction

We start by designing a procedure which reduces the range of a function to a desired width while preserving
the expectation and stability at the same time.
Lemma 3.1. Let K : Z n × Z → [−r, r] be a function, P a distribution on Z, and w, β > 0 such that
• for every s̄ ∈ Z n , Ez∼P [K(s̄, z)] = 0,
• E(s̄,z)∼P n+1 [(K(s̄, z) − w)+ ] ≤ β,
• E(s̄,z)∼P n+1 [((−w − K(s̄, z))+ ] ≤ β,
• K(s̄, z) has uniform stability γ.
.
Then for every s̄ ∈ Z n , there exists bs̄ ∈ [−w, w] such that K̃(s̄, z) = clamp[bs̄ −w,bs̄ +w] (K(s̄, z)) has the
following properties:
• for every s̄ ∈ Z n , Ez∼P [K̃(s̄, z)] = 0,
• E(s̄,z)∼P n+1 [|K̃(s̄, z) − K(s̄, z)|] ≤ 4β,
• K̃(s̄, z) has uniform stability γ.
Note that in this lemma, the magnitude of the range r does not play any role; we just need the fact that
K(s̄, z) is bounded.
.
Proof. Fix s̄ ∈ Z n and consider the function K̃x (s̄, z) = clamp[x−w,x+w] (K(s̄, z)). In other words,
K̃x (s̄, z) = K(s̄, z) − (K(s̄, z) − (x + w))+ + ((x − w) − K(s̄, z))+ .
Therefore,
E [K̃x (s̄, z)] = E [K(s̄, z)] + ψs̄ (x),

z∼P

where

z∼P

.
ψs̄ (x) = − E [(K(s̄, z) − (x + w))+ ] + E [((x − w) − K(s̄, z))+ ].
z∼P

z∼P

ψs̄ (x) is continuous, since the expressions inside the expectations are uniformly continuous (in fact 1Lipschitz) in x. Also, since K(s̄, z) ∈ [−r, r] and w > 0, we have ψs̄ (−r) ≤ 0, ψs̄ (r) ≥ 0, and ψs̄ (x) is
obviously non-decreasing. By the intermediate value theorem, there exists bs̄ ∈ [−r, r] such that ψs̄ (bs̄ ) = 0.
.
This means that Ez∼P [(K(s̄, z) − (bs̄ + w))+ ] = Ez∼P [((bs̄ − w) − K(s̄, z))+ ]. We can define K̃(s̄, z) =
clamp[bs̄ −w,bs̄ +w] (K(s̄, z)) and we get Ez∼P [K̃(s̄, z)] = Ez∼P [K(s̄, z)] = 0. In addition, we observe that
we must actually have bs̄ ∈ [−w, w], because otherwise it would not be possible that a function bounded by
[bs̄ − w, bs̄ + w] has expectation 0.
.
.
Let βs̄+ = Ez∼P [(K(s̄, z) − w)+ ] and βs̄− = Ez∼P [(−w − K(s̄, z))+ ]. If bs̄ ≥ 0, then
+
E [((bs̄ − w) − K(s̄, z))+ ] = E [(K(s̄, z) − (bs̄ + w))+ ] ≤ βs̄ .

z∼P

z∼P
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Conversely, if bs̄ ≤ 0, then
−
E [(K(s̄, z) − (bs̄ + w))+ ] = E [((bs̄ − w) − K(s̄, z))+ ] ≤ βs̄ .

z∼P

z∼P

Either way,
+
−
E [(K(s̄, z) − (bs̄ + w))+ ] + E [((bs̄ − w) − K(s̄, z))+ ] ≤ max{2βs̄ , 2βs̄ }.

z∼P

z∼P

Note that
|K̃(s̄, z) − K(s̄, z)| = (K(s̄, z) − (bs̄ + w))+ + ((bs − w) − K(s̄, z))+ .
Therefore, taking the expectation over both s̄ and z, we obtain
E

[|K̃(s̄, z) − K(s̄, z)|] =

(s̄,z)∼P n+1

E

(s̄,z)∼P n+1

=
≤

[(K(s̄, z) − (bs̄ + w))+ ] +

E

(s̄,z)∼P n+1

[((bs − w) − K(s̄, z))+ ]

E [ E [(K(s̄, z) − (bs̄ + w))+ ] + E [((bs̄ − w) − K(s̄, z))+ ]]

s̄∼P n z∼P

z∼P

−
+
E n [max{2βs̄ , 2βs̄ }]

s̄∼P

≤

−
+
E [2βs̄ + 2βs̄ ].

s̄∼P n

We recall that by assumption,
+
E [βs̄ ] =

s̄∼P n

E

(s̄,z)∼P n+1

[(K(s̄, z) − w)+ ] ≤ β

and
−
E [βs̄ ] =

s̄∼P n

E

(s̄,z)∼P n+1

[(−w − K(s̄, z))+ ] ≤ β.

Hence we conclude that
E

[|K̃(s̄, z) − K(s̄, z)|] ≤ 4β.

(s̄,z)∼P n+1

Finally, we need to argue about the stability of K̃(s̄, z). We assume that K(s̄, z) has stability γ. Suppose
that s̄0 is obtained from s̄ by changing one coordinate. We claim that |bs̄0 − bs̄ | ≤ γ. If not, suppose
w.l.o.g. that bs̄0 > bs̄ + γ: Then we would have
0
E [(K(s̄ , z) − (bs̄0 + w))+ ] < E [((K(s̄, z) + γ) − (bs̄ + γ + w))+ ] = E [(K(s̄, z) − (bs̄ + w))+ ].

z∼P

z∼P

z∼P

By a similar argument,
0
E [((bs̄0 − w) − K(s̄ , z))+ ] > E [((bs̄ + γ + w) − (K(s̄, z) + γ))+ ] = E [((bs̄ + w) − K(s̄, z))+ ].

z∼P

z∼P

z∼P

However, by construction the left-hand sides should be equal, and also the right-hand sides should be equal,
which is a contradiction.
Now we can prove that by changing one coordinate of s̄, the value of K̃(s̄, z) cannot change by more
than γ. Since both K(s̄, z) and bs̄ can change by at most γ when switching from s̄ to s̄0 , we have
K̃(s̄0 , z) = clamp[bs̄0 −w,bs̄0 +w] (K(s̄0 , z))
≥ clamp[bs̄ −γ−w,bs̄ −γ+w] (K(s̄, z) − γ)
= clamp[bs̄ −w,bs̄ +w] (K(s̄, z)) − γ
= K̃(s̄, z) − γ.
Similarly, we prove that K̃(s̄0 , z) ≤ K̃(s̄, z) + γ. Therefore, K̃(s̄, z) has stability γ.
11

Next, we use adaptive clamping to argue that, roughly speaking, when γ is small enough, we can reduce
the range of L(s̄, z) without changing γ and affecting the estimation error significantly. An additional error
term will appear due to the need to center the function L(s̄, z) for each fixed z before this operation; this
additional error cannot be avoided.
Lemma 3.2. Let n ≥ 4, δ ≤ 1e , and γ, R > 0 such that γ < √
2

R
.
n ln(n/δ)

Then

2R p
D4δ (n, R, γ) ≤ Dδ (n, R0 , γ) + √
ln(1/δ)
n
where R0 = 2γ

p

n ln(n/δ).

Proof. Let L : Z n × Z → [−R, R] be a function of stability γ, P a probability distribution over Z, and
Ez∼P [L(s̄, z)] = 0. First, let us shift the function for each fixed z to make the expectation over s̄ equal to
.
0. We define φ(z) = Es̄∼P n [L(s̄, z)] and K(s̄, z) = L(s̄, z) − φ(z). Since for every z ∈ Z, K(s̄, z) has
sensitivity γ in s̄ and Es̄∼P n [K(s̄, z)] = 0, McDiarmid’s inequality (Lemma 2.3) implies that
Prn [K(s̄, z) ≥ γ

s̄∼P

p
δ2
n ln(n/δ)] ≤ 2 ,
n

Prn [K(s̄, z) ≤ −γ

s̄∼P

p
δ2
n ln(n/δ)] ≤ 2 .
n

Since the range of K is bounded by [−2R, 2R], this implies that
E n [(K(s̄, z) − γ

s̄∼P

E n [(−γ

s̄∼P

p
2Rδ 2
n ln(n/δ))+ ] ≤
,
n2

p
2Rδ 2
n ln(n/δ) − K(s̄, z))+ ] ≤
.
n2

Obviously the same bounds remain valid when p
we also take the expectation over z ∼ P.
2
Next, we apply Lemma 3.1, with w = γ n ln(n/δ), r = 2R and β = 2Rδ
. Hence there exists
n2
bs̄ ∈ [−w, w] for each s̄ ∈ Z n such that K̃(s̄, z) = clamp[bs̄ −w,bs̄ +w] (K(s̄, z)) satisfies
• for every s̄ ∈ Z n , Ez∼P [K̃(s̄, z)] = 0,
2
• E(s̄,z)∼P n+1 [|K̃(s̄, z) − K(s̄, z)|] ≤ 4β = 8Rδ
,
n2
• K̃(s̄, z) has uniform stability γ.
0
0
0
Also,
p since bs̄ ∈ [−w, w], the function K̃(s̄, z) is bounded by [−2w, 2w] = [−R , R ], where R = 2w =
2γ n ln(n/δ) as in the statement of the lemma.
To summarize the relationship between K̃(s̄, z) and L(s̄, z), we have
L(s̄, z) = K(s̄, z) + φ(z) = K̃(s̄, z) + φ(z) + (K(s̄, z) − K̃(s̄, z)).
We want to bound the leave-one-out estimation error of L(s̄, z),
n

Es̄←z [L]

1X
=
L(s̄i←z , si ).
n
i=1
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From here, we can write
Es̄←z [L] = Es̄←z [K̃] +

n

n

i=1

i=1

1X
1X
φ(si ) +
(K(s̄i←z , si ) − K̃(s̄i←z , si ))
n
n

and

n

n

i=1

i=1

1X
1X
K(s̄i←z , si ) − K̃(s̄i←z , si ) .
φ(si ) +
n
n

|Es̄←z [L]| ≤ |Es̄←z [K̃]| +

By the definition of Dδ , since K̃(s̄, z) has range [−R0 , R0 ] and uniform stability γ, we get
Pr[|Es̄←z [K̃]| ≥ Dδ (n, R0 , γ)] ≤ δ.
P
Let us bound the remaining two terms. The expression n1 ni=1 φ(si ) is the average of n independent
samples in the range [−R, R], which can be viewed as a function of n independent random variables of
. Also, we know P
that Ez∼P [φ(z)] = Es̄∼P n Ez∼P [L(s̄, z)] = 0. Therefore by Lemma 2.3
sensitivity 2R
nP
(applied to n1 i φ(si ) and − n1 i φ(si )),
"
Pr

n

1X
R
φ(si ) ≥ √
n
n
i=1

#
1
2 ln
≤ 2δ.
δ

r

Finally, the expression E(s̄,z)∼P n+1 [|K(s̄i←z , si ) − K̃(s̄i←z , si )|] for each fixed i is bounded by 4β =
as we argued above. Hence

8Rδ 2
n2

"
E

(s̄,z)∼P n+1

#
n
1X
8Rδ 2
|K(s̄i←z , si ) − K̃(s̄i←z , si )| ≤
.
n
n2
i=1

In this case, we simply use Markov’s inequality, saying that
#
" n
1X
8Rδ
Pr
|K(s̄i←z , si ) − K̃(s̄i←z , si )| ≥ 2 ≤ δ.
n
(s̄,z)∼P n+1 n
i=1

Therefore, by (3.2) and the union bound we obtain
"
Pr

(s̄,z)∼P n+1

R
|Es̄←z [L]| ≥ Dδ (n, R0 , γ) + √
n

r

1 8Rδ
2 ln + 2
δ
n

#
≤ 4δ.

p
p
p
√
R
2R
≤ e√
For δ ≤ 1/e and n ≥ 4, we have 8Rδ
ln(1/δ), and ( 2 + 1e ) √Rn ln(1/δ) < √
ln(1/δ). Since
n2
n
n
this holds for every unbiased function L(s̄, z) of range [−R, R] and stability γ, we obtain the statement of
the lemma.

3.3

Dataset size reduction

Here we show by a block partitioning argument that increasing the dataset size n cannot increase the estimation error significantly.
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Lemma 3.3. For positive integers k, n0 ≥ 1, n = kn0 , and real R, γ > 0, δ > 0, let L : Z n × Z → [−R, R]
be a data-dependent, γ-uniformly stable function unbiased relative a distribution P. Then
Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ Dδ/k (n/k, R, γ).
Proof. Assume first n = kn0 . Let L(s̄, z) be any function as described in the lemma. For a set of indices
I ⊆ [n] and s̄ ∈ Z n we denote s̄I = (si )i∈I . Similarly, we denote
. 1 X
Es̄←z
[L]
=
L(s̄i←z , si ).
I
|I|
i∈I

We partition the set [n] into k blocks of size n0 : B1 = {1, . . . , n0 }, B2 = {n0 + 1, . . . , 2n0 }, etc. Observe
that
k
k
1XX
1 X ←z
←z
i←z
Es̄ [L] =
L(s̄ , si ) =
Es̄B [L].
(7)
j
n
k
j=1 i∈Bj

j=1

[L] as the estimation error for
If we condition on the values of si for i ∈
/ Bj , we can view the quantity Es̄←z
B
j

the function L restricted to the n0 variables si , i ∈ Bj . Hence, for any fixed choice of the values si , i ∈
/ Bj ,
we have by definition
h
i δ
0
Pr 0
Es̄←z
[L]
≥
D
(n
,
R,
γ)
|
s
:
i
∈
/
B
i
j ≤ .
δ/k
Bj
k
s̄Bj ,z∼P n +1
Since the bound is independent of the values of si , i ∈
/ Bj , it remains valid if we remove the conditioning:
Pr

h

s̄Bj ,z∼P n0 +1

i δ
0
Es̄←z
[L]
≥
D
(n
,
R,
γ)
≤ .
δ/k
Bj
k

By (7) and the union bound,
Pr

s̄,z∼P n+1

h
i
 ←z

0
|Es̄ [L]| ≥ Dδ/k (n0 , R, γ) ≤ Pr ∃j ∈ [k], Es̄←z
[L]
≥
D
(n
,
R,
γ)
≤ δ.
δ/k
B
j

This means that Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ Dδ/k (n0 , R, γ).
We will need another version of this inequality, for the case where n is not divisible by n0 .
Lemma 3.4. For positive integers n ≥ n0 , and real R, γ > 0, δ > 0, let L : Z n × Z → [−R, R] be a
data-dependent, γ-uniformly stable function unbiased relative a distribution P. Then
Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ Dδ/n (n0 , R, γ).
Proof. We use the same argument as above, except that we use n overlapping blocks of size n0 : B1 =
{1, . . . , n0 }, B2 = {2, . . . , n0 + 1}, etc. (using indices modulo n). Since each element appears in exactly n0
blocks, we obtain
n
k
1 XX
1 X ←z
←z
i←z
L(s̄ , si ) =
Es̄B [L]
Es̄ [L] = 0
j
nn
n
j=1 i∈Bj

j=1

instead of (7). The rest of the proof is exactly the same. We lose a factor of n in the δ parameter because of
a union bound over n blocks.
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3.4

The inductive bound on estimation error

Here we combine the two reduction steps to prove our main bound on estimation error. It is convenient to
state the inductive statement as follows.
p
Lemma 3.5. For any δ ≤ 1e , a ∈ N, n = 4a , γ = √1n and R = 8 ln(n/δ),
8
Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ √ ln
n



n2
δ


log2 n.

Proof. We proceed by induction on a. The base case, a = 1, holds trivially, because here n = 4, γ = 21 ,
q
ln 4δ .
which
holds
because
D
(n,
R,
γ)
≤
R
=
8
and the desired bound is Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ 8 ln 16
δ
δ
1
. We use the two main ingredients
For the inductive step, consider n = 4a+1 ≥ 16 and γ = √1n = 2a+1
that we proved above.
From the range reduction step (Lemma 3.2), since γ = √1n = √ R
, we obtain
8

n ln(n/δ)

r
2R
4
Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ Dδ/4 (n, R/4, γ) + √
ln .
δ
n
p
Next, we consider n0 = n/4 = 4a , γ 0 = 2γ = √1 0 and R0 = 8 ln(n0 /δ). Using the basic scaling identity
n
p
p
(6) and R0 = 8 ln(n/(2δ)) ≥ 4 ln(n/δ) = R/2, we obtain
r
4
1
2R
1
16
n
ln ≤ Dδ/4 (n, R0 , γ 0 ) + √ ln .
Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ Dδ/4 (n, R/2, 2γ) + √
2
δ
2
n
n δ
From the dataset size reduction step (Lemma 3.3), since n = 4n0 , we obtain that
Dδ/4 (n, R0 , γ 0 ) ≤ Dδ/16 (n0 , R0 , γ 0 ).
Now we have an expression which is bounded by the inductive hypothesis:
 02 
 2
n
16
8
n
0
0
0 0
log2 n = √ ln
(−2 + log2 n).
Dδ/16 (n , R , γ ) ≤ √ ln
0
δ/16
δ
n
n
Therefore we conclude that
 2
1
16  n 
8
n
0
0 0
Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ Dδ/16 (n , R , γ ) + √ ln
≤ √ ln
log2 n.
2
δ
δ
n
n

From here, we can derive our main result by reducing it to Lemma 3.5. We first deal with the case when
γ≥ √ 1
.
4

n log(n/δ)

Theorem 3.6. For any δ ≤ 1e , n ≥ 4 and γ ≥ √
4

1
,
n log(n/δ)


Dδ (n, 1, γ) ≤ 16γ ln
15

n3
δ


log2 n.

p
Proof. Let us scale the function by a factor of R = 4 ln(n/δ), so we obtain a function with range R and
0
uniform stability γ 0 = Rγ ≥ √1n . Let a0 = blog4 (1/γ 02 )c. I.e, n0 = 4a is the largest power of 4 below
p
p
1/γ 02 ≤ n. Let also γ 00 = √1 0 ≥ γ 0 . Since the range is R = 4 ln(n/δ) ≤ 8 ln(n0 /δ), by Lemma 3.5,
n

8
Dδ (n , R, γ ) ≤ √ ln
n0
0

00



n02
δ



0

00



log2 n = 8γ ln

n02
δ



log2 n0 .

Since γ 00 ≥ γ 0 and n ≥ 1/γ 02 ≥ n0 , we get by monotonicity in n (Lemma 3.4) and monotonicity in γ
(obvious),
 3
n
0
0
00
00
Dδ (n, R, γ ) ≤ Dδ/n (n , R, γ ) ≤ 8γ ln
log2 n.
δ
Since n0 is within a factor of 4 from 1/γ 02 , we have γ 00 =
Dδ (n, R, γ 0 ) ≤ 16γ 0 ln

√1
n0



≤ 2γ 0 . So,

n3
δ


log2 n.

Finally, scaling back by a factor of 1/R (see (6)), we conclude that
 3
n
Dδ (n, 1, γ) ≤ 16γ ln
log2 n.
δ

We also obtain a bound for smaller values of γ.
Theorem 3.7. For any δ ≤ 1e , n ≥ 4 and γ < √
4



4

1
n ln(n/δ)

4n3
δ



2 p
ln(4/δ).
log2 n + √
n
p
, for R0 = 2γ n ln(n/δ) we obtain from Lemma 3.2 that

Dδ (n, 1, γ) ≤ 16γ ln
Proof. Since R = 1 and γ < √

1
,
n ln(n/δ)

2 p
Dδ (n, R, γ) ≤ Dδ/4 (n, R0 , γ) + √
ln(4/δ).
n
Now γ = √
2

R0
,
n ln(n/δ)

so we get from Theorem 3.6 and the scaling identity (6),
0

0

0

Dδ/4 (n, R , γ) = R Dδ/4 (n, 1, γ/R ) ≤ 16γ ln



4n3
δ


log2 n.

Finally we show how this implies Theorem 1.1. Let M : Z n × Z → [0, 1] be a data-dependent function
of uniform stability γ. In Theorem 1.1, we have the quantity
∆s̄ (M ) = E[M (s̄)] − Es̄ [M (s̄)] = |Es̄ [L(s̄)]|
P
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which differs by at most 2γ from the quantity |Es̄←z [L]|, where L(s̄, z) has uniform stability 2γ (see
Section 2). By definition, we have
Pr [|Es̄←z [L]| ≥ Dδ (n, 1, 2γ)] ≤ δ
and hence
Pr [∆s̄ (M ) ≥ Dδ (n, 1, 2γ) + 2γ] ≤ δ.
By Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, we have

4n3
log2 n +
Dδ (n, 1, 2γ) + 2γ ≤ 32γ ln
δ
 3
5n
≤ 32γ ln
log2 n +
δ


2 p
√
ln(4/δ) + 2γ
n
2 p
√
ln(4/δ).
n

This proves Theorem 1.1.

4

Applications

We now apply our bounds on the estimation error to several known uniformly stable algorithms. Additional
applications can be derived in a similar manner.

4.1

Learning via Stochastic Convex Optimization

We consider learning problems that can be formulated as stochastic convex optimization. Specifically, these
are problems in which the goal is to minimize the expected loss:
.
FP (w) = E [`(w, z)],
z∼P

Rd

over w ∈ K ⊂
for some convex body K and a family of convex losses F = {`(·, z)}z∈Z . The stochastic
convex optimization problem for F is the problem of minimizing FP (w) over K for an arbitrary distributions
P over Z. The
excess loss of a vector w̃ is FP (w̃) − minw∈K FP (w). We also denote the empirical loss by
. 1P
Fs̄ (w) = n i∈[n] `(w, si ).
Many learning problems can be expressed in or relaxed to this general form. As a result many optimization algorithms are known and the optimal (excess) error rates are understood for a variety of families
of convex functions. However most of these results are obtained via algorithm-specific techniques such as
online-to-batch conversion [CCG04] and stability-based arguments rather than uniform convergence. As
it turns out, this is unavoidable. This was first pointed out in the seminal work of Shalev-Shwartz et al.
[SSSSS10] who showed that there is exists a gap between the bounds that can be obtained via uniform
convergence (or ERM algorithms) and bounds achievable via alternative approaches.
For concreteness, let F be the family of all convex 1-Lipschitz losses over the unit Euclidean ball in
d dimension (denoted by B2d (1)). It is well-known that in this case the stochastic convex optimization
√
problem can be solved with expected excess error 1/ n via projected SGD. At the same time it was shown
in [SSSSS10] thatthereexists an algorithm that minimizes the empirical loss while having the worst case

excess loss of Ω logn d . This has been subsequently strengthened to Ω nd by Feldman [Fel16] who
q 
d
also showed a lower bound of Ω
for obtaining uniform convergence in this setting. Further, with
n
Lipschitzness assumption replaced by the assumption that functions have range in [0, 1] the gap becomes
infinite even for d = 2 [Fel16].
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4.1.1

Strongly convex ERM

We now revisit the stability results known for this basic setting [BE02; SSSSS10] (for simplicity and without
loss of generality we will scale the domain and functions to 1).
Theorem 4.1 ([SSSSS10]). Let K ⊆ B2d (1) be a convex body, F = {`(·, z) | z ∈ Z} be a family of 1Lipschitz, λ-strongly convex loss functions over K with range in [0, 1]. For a dataset s̄ ∈ Z n let ws̄ denote
the empirical minimizer of loss on s̄: ws̄ = argminw∈K Fs̄ (w). Then the algorithm M (s̄, z) that evaluates
4
`(ws̄ , z) has uniform stability λn
.
As an immediate corollary of this result and Theorem 1.1 we obtain:
Corollary 4.2. In the setting of Thm. 4.1, there exists a constant c such that for every δ > 0:
#
"
p
c log(n) log(n/δ) c log(1/δ)
√
≤ δ.
Pr FP (ws̄ ) ≥ min FP (w) +
+
s̄∼P n
w∈K
λn
n
Theorem 4.1 requires strong convexity. As pointed out in [SSSSS10], it is possible to add a strongly convex regularizing term λ2 kwk2 to the objective function that has sufficiently small effect on the loss function
while ensuring stability (and generalization). Specifically, the objective function will change by at most
√ n , we obtain a excess loss of
λ since w is assumed to be in a ball of radius 1. By choosing λ = log
n


√


log(1/δ)
√
O log(n/δ)
(Corollary 1.2). This improves on the O
bound on excess loss obtained from
n
n1/3
the results in [FV18] by choosing λ = 1/n2/3 . We also remark that it is well-known that the same (up to a
constant factor) stability bounds — and hence generalization bounds – apply to algorithms that minimize the
(regularized) empirical loss within 1/n. Therefore Corollary 4.2 leads to an efficient algorithm for solving
the problem.
4.1.2

(Deterministic) gradient descent

We now recall the results of Hardt et al. [HRS16] for convex and smooth functions. These results derive
their guarantees from the fact that a gradient step on a sufficiently smooth loss function is non-expansive.
That is, for any pair of points w and w0 , any σ-smooth (that is, having a σ-Lipschitz gradient) convex
function f , and 0 ≤ η ≤ 2/σ,
k(w − η∇f (w)) − (w0 − η∇f (w0 ))k ≤ kw − w0 k.

(8)

Projection to a convex body is also non-expansive. This implies that uniform stability can be proved for
projected gradient descent of the following general form. For a vector η̄t = (ηt,1 , . . . , ηt,n ) a gradient step
with rate vector η̄t is the update


X
wt+1 ← projK wt −
ηt+1,i ∇`(wt , si ) ,
(9)
i∈[n]

where projK denotes projection to K. For example, if a batch of size k is used in a gradient step with
rate ηt then for each point si in the batch ηt,i = ηt /k and for each point not in the batch ηt,i = 0. The
non-expansiveness of the gradient stepsP
and projections implies that the effect of each datapoint si on the
loss of the solution can be bounded by t ηt,i k∇`(wt , si )k. More formally, the following lemma follows
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directly from eq. (8) (and is a simple generalization of analysis in [HRS16] that only considers updates on a
single data sample). We include the proof for completeness.
Lemma 4.3. Let K ⊆ B2d (1) be a convex body, F = {`(·, z) | z ∈ Z} be a family of convex 1-Lipschitz and
σ-smooth loss functions over K with range in [0, 1]. For a dataset s̄, number of iterations T and a sequence
of rate vectors η̄1 , . . . , η̄T let PGD(w0 , (η̄t )t∈[T ] , s̄) denote the output of the algorithm that starting from
.
w0 ∈ K, performs T updates according to eq. (9) and returns wT . If for every t ∈ [T ], ηt = kη̄t k1 ≤ 2/σ
then, for every w0 , the algorithm M (s̄, z) that evaluates `(wT , z) on the output wT of PGD(w0 , (η̄t )t∈[T ] , s̄)
has uniform stability 2 · (η̄)t∈[T ] 1,∞ , where
(η̄)t∈[T ]

1,∞

X
.
= max
ηt,i .
i∈[n]

t∈[T ]

Proof. Let s̄ and s̄0 be two datasets that differ in a single element at index i∗ . Let wT = PGD(w0 , (η̄t )t∈[T ] , s̄)
and wT0 = PGD(w0 , (η̄t )t∈[T ] , s̄0 ). We prove the following claim by induction on T .
kwT − wT0 k2 ≤ 2

X

ηt,i∗ .

t∈[T ]

The lemma will then follow from the definition of stability and 1-Lipschitness of `(wT , z). Clearly, the
claim holds for T = 0. Now, assume that the claim holds for all T ≤ τ .




X
X
kwτ +1 − wτ0 +1 k2 = projK wτ −
ητ +1,i ∇`(wτ , si ) − projK wτ0 −
ητ +1,i ∇`(wτ0 , s0i )
i∈[n]

i∈[n]


≤ wτ −


X



ητ +1,i ∇`(wτ , si ) − wτ0 −

i∈[n]

≤ wτ −

X

ητ +1,i ∇`(wτ0 , s0i )

i∈[n]




X

2



ητ +1,i ∇`(wτ , si ) − wτ0 −

i∈[n]\{i∗ }

+ ητ +1,i∗ ∇`(wτ , si∗ ) −


X

ητ +1,i ∇`(wτ0 , si )

i∈[n]\{i∗ }

2

ητ +1,i∗ ∇`(wτ , s0i∗ ) 2

≤ kwτ − wτ0 k2 + ητ +1,i∗ ∇`(wτ , si∗ ) − ητ +1,i∗ ∇`(wτ , s0i∗ )
X
X
≤2
ηt,i∗ + 2ητ +1,i∗ = 2
ηt,i∗ ,
t∈[τ ]

2



2

t∈[τ +1]

where we used eq. (8) for gradient step at rate ητ +1 = kη̄τ +1 k1 on the function
f (w) =

X
i∈[n]\{i∗ }

ητ +1,i
`(w, si )
ητ +1

to obtain the fifth line. Note that f is a convex combination of functions from F and therefore is σ-smooth
and by our assumption ητ +1 ≤ 2/σ.
Lemma 4.3 together with Theorem 1.1 immediately implies generalization bounds for a variety of versions of gradient descent with different rates, arbitrary batch sizes and multiple passes over the data. For
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most such algorithms no alternative analyses of estimation error are known. Importantly, the estimation
error can be bounded without any assumptions on how close the output of the algorithm is to the empirical
minimum. Therefore this approach gives generalization bounds for algorithms used in practice as opposed
to rates and number of iterations that are necessary for a theoretical proof of convergence (but are rarely
used in practice).
As a concrete example we give a corollary for running full gradient descent with standard rates that
√
guarantee convergence to within 1/ n of the empirical minimum. We are not aware of any other approaches
to proving generalization guarantees for this algorithm in this general setting. Let PGD(T, η, s̄) denote
PGD(w0 , (η̄t )t∈[T ] , s̄) for w0 being the origin and ηt,i = η/n for all i ∈ [n] and t ∈ [T ]. Standard analysis
of gradient descent on σ-smooth functions (e.g. [Bubeck15]) implies that in the setting of Lemma 4.3,
PGD(T, 1/σ, s̄) outputs ws̄ such that
Fs̄ (ws̄ ) ≤ min Fs̄ (w) +
w∈K

2
.
ηT

(10)
√

By optimizing the choice of T , the best previous bound in [FV18] gives an upper bound of O

log(1/δ)
n1/3



on excess loss. Similarly, applying our improved bounds gives the following statement.
Corollary 4.4. Let K ⊆ B2d (1) be a convex body, F = {`(·, z) | z ∈ Z} be a family of convex 1-Lipschitz
.
and σ-smooth loss functions over K with range in [0, 1]. For every distribution P over Z, δ > 0, ws̄ =
√
PGD(T, η, s̄) for η = 1/σ and T = bσ n/ log nc, and some fixed constant c


c log(n/δ)
√
Prn FP (ws̄ ) ≥ min FP (w) +
≤ δ.
s̄∼P
w∈K
n
√
Proof. We first note that, by Lemma 4.3, PGD(T, η, s̄) with η = 1/σ and T = bσ n/ log nc is √n 2log n
√
uniformly stable (here we can assume that σ ≥ log n/ n since otherwise T = 0 and w0 has the desired
√
property since the range of every loss function is within log n/ n of some constant).
.
We next denote w∗ = argminw∈K FP (w) and use the following standard decomposition of excess loss:
FP (ws̄ ) − FP (w∗ ) ≤ |FP (ws̄ ) − Fs̄ (ws̄ )| + Fs̄ (ws̄ ) − min Fs̄ (w) + min Fs̄ (w) − FP (w∗ ).
w∈K

Theorem 1.1 gives an upper-bound of

c0 log(n/δ)
√
n

w∈K

(for some constant c0 ) on the first term that holds with

log n
probability 1 − δ/2. Equation (??) upper bounds the second term by 4 √
(we use an additional factor of
n
2 to account for the b·c operation). Finally, minw∈K Fs̄ (w) has sensitivity of 1/n and


∗
∗
E min Fs̄ (w) ≤ E [Fs̄ (w )] = FP (w ).
s̄∼P n

w∈K

s̄∼P n

Therefore, by McDiarmid’s inequality (Lemma 2.3),
"
Pr

s̄∼P n

#
p
2 ln(2/δ)
√
min Fs̄ (w) − FP (w ) ≥
≤ δ/2.
w∈K
n
∗

Combining the upper bounds on the three terms and using the union bound we obtain the claim.
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4.1.3

Stochastic gradient descent

The analysis above applies to gradient descent with the rates chosen deterministically. In practice, a variety of randomized strategies for picking the batches are use with the most common ones being random
shuffling and random sampling with replacement. We describe a strategy for picking which samples to
used by a distribution U over sequences of rate vectors that result from this strategy. We also denote by
PSGD(w0 , U, s̄) the corresponding stochastic gradient descent algorithm: sample (η̄t )t∈[T ] from U and run
PGD(w0 , (η̄t )t∈[T ] , s̄).
A simple way to obtain generalization bounds for stochastic gradient descent is to consider the expectation EU [(η̄t )t∈[T ] ]. By convexity of the absolute value function, the uniform stability parameter of the
expectation of the loss over the randomness of PSGD is upper-bounded by 2 · EU [(η̄t )t∈[T ] ] 1,∞ . Most
standard sampling schemes used by SGD are symmetric with respect to samples and therefore the expected
rate vector EU [η̄t ] = ηnt (1, . . . , 1), where ηt is the rate of the batch used at step t [HRS16]. Combining
this simple analysis with Theorem 1.1 gives generalization with high probability over the dataset but in
expectation over the sampling of points.
To obtain high-probability bounds we simply observe that for most common sampling schemes, (η̄t )t∈[T ]
is highly concentrated around its expectation. In particular, the norm can be upper-bounded with high probability with relatively low overhead. More formally, we state the following general form of bounds on the
estimation error of PSGD.
Theorem 4.5. Let K ⊆ B2d (1) be a convex body, F = {`(·, z) | z ∈ Z} be a family of convex 1-Lipschitz
and σ-smooth loss functions over K with range in [0, 1]. For a number of iterations T let U be a distribution
over sequences of rate vectors of length T and assume that for every (η̄t )t∈[T ] in the support U, kη̄t k1 ≤ 2/σ
for all t ∈ [T ].
Assume that for some β ≥ 0,
h
i
Pr
(η̄t )t∈[T ] 1,∞ ≥ ζ ≤ β.
(η̄t )t∈[T ] ∼U

Then there exist a constant c such that for every distribution P over Z and w0 ∈ K,
"
!#
p
log(1/δ)
√
Pr
|FP (ws̄,T ) − Fs̄ (ws̄,T )| ≥ c ζ log(n) log(n/δ) +
≤ β + δ.
n
s̄∼P n , ws̄,T =PSGD(w0 ,U ,s̄)
Random shuffling: We first consider random shuffling based schemes (also referred to as sampling without replacement). In such schemes the dataset is split into batches randomly and uniformly. All the batches
are used to update the gradient in every pass over the dataset. For every pass over the data each of the samples is used exactly once. Hence the contribution of each pass over the data to the stability parameter is upper
bounded by the largest rate used in that pass. Specifically, if the batch
P size is k, r passed are performed, and
in each pass i the largest rate used for a batch is ηi , then for ζ = k1 i∈[r] ηi , (η̄t )t∈[T ] 1,∞ is upper bounded by ζ with probability 1. In particular, Theorem 4.5 can be applied with ζ defined as above and β = 0.
While our results give a bound on the estimation error, unfortunately very little is known about the empirical error of gradient descent with random shuffling. In particular, known results for random shuffling are
in more restrictive settings [RechtR12; gurbuzbalaban2015random; Shamir16; LinR16; PillaudRB18]
and in most cases only apply to function classes simple enough that one can appeal to complexity-based
generalization bounds instead of stability.
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1,∞

Sampling with replacement: Another common sampling scheme uses random and independent sampling
with replacement: that is for every iteration a batch of k samples is chosen randomly, uniformly and independently of previous batches. For each of the T iterations,
P sample si is included with probability k/n and
therefore the sum of rates for sample i is distributed as k1 t∈[T ] ηt B(k/n), where B(k/n) is the Bernoulli
random variable with bias k/n. We can now use standard concentration inequalities and the union bound
to upper bound the largest sum of rates. For example, if T = O(n/k) (which corresponds to a constant
number of passes) and the rate is fixed to η then, by (the multiplicative) Chernoff bound, for some constant
c0 ,


c0 η log(n/β)
Pr
≤ β.
(11)
(η̄t )t∈[T ] 1,∞ ≥
k
(η̄t )t∈[T ] ∼U
Hence even with a constant number of passes and batches of size 1 the overhead of getting generalization
with high probability over the randomness of the algorithm is at most logarithmic. The overhead becomes
(relatively) smaller as the number of passes grows.
As a concrete √
corollary we give high-probability generalization bounds for PSGD with k = 1 and
fixed rate η = 1/ T . We denote this rate distribution by U1,T and denote the origin in Rd by 0̄ (and
thus the algorithm can is exactly PSGD(0̄, U1,T , s̄)). To get a high-probability bound on the empirical loss
of this algorithm we note that sampling with replacement corresponds to drawing i.i.d. samples from the
uniform distribution over the samples in s̄. In particular, the expected loss function in this case is exactly
Fs̄ . Standard high-probability generalization bounds for PSGD imply that it minimizes the empirical loss
with high-probability but require outputting the average of the iterates (these results are obtained via onlineto-batch conversion [CCG04]). Theorem 4.5 applies to the average of the iterates since Lemma 4.3 applies
to it as well (or any other convex combination of the iterates). To get an upper-bound for PSGD(0̄, U1,T , s̄)
(which outputs the last iterate) we use a recent work of Harvey et al. [HLPR18] that shows high-probability
bound on suboptimality of the last iterate of PSGD1 with a slightly worse rate.
Lemma 4.6. [HLPR18; Har18] Let K ⊆ B2d (1) be a convex body, F = {`(·, z) | z ∈ Z} be a family of
convex 1-Lipschitz loss functions over K with range in [0, 1]. There exists a constant c such that for every
s̄ ∈ Z n and δ > 0,


c log(T ) log(1/δ)
√
Pr
Fs̄ (wT ) ≥ min Fs̄ (w) +
≤ δ.
w∈K
T
wT =PSGD(0̄,U1,T ,s̄)
Combining Lemma 4.6 with Theorem (4.5) (used with eq. 10), we obtain the following bound on the
generalization error of PSGD(0̄, U1,T , s̄) for T = n.
Corollary 4.7. Let K ⊆ B2d (1) be a convex body, F = {`(·, z) | z ∈ Z} be a family of convex 1-Lipschitz
√
2 n-smooth loss functions over K with range in [0, 1]. There exists a constant c such that for every distribution P over Z and δ > 0,


c log(n) log2 (n/δ)
√
Pr
FP (wT ) ≥ min FP (w) +
≤ δ.
w∈K
n
s̄∼P n , wn =PSGD(0̄,U1,n ,s̄)
Remark 4.8. Finally, we note that the results in this section can be extended to non-smooth functions by
applying a smoothing operation to each convex loss function before optimization. A variety of approaches
to smoothing are known (e.g. [beck2012smoothing]). For our purposes it suffices to observe that for every
1

√
The results stated there are for the decaying rate ηt = 1/ t, but the same result applies to the fixed rate we use here [Har18].
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convex 1-Lipschitz function f over K of radius 1, the standard smoothing via Moreau envelope can be used
to obtain a σ-smooth 1-Lipschitz function f˜ such that |f˜(w) − f (w)| ≤ 1/(2σ) for all w ∈ K. Thus
√
√
we can apply the optimization to n-smooth loss functions that are within 1/ n (in infinity norm) of the
corresponding functions in F. Note that this level of smoothness and additional error suffice to extend
Corollary 4.4 (with T = n/ log n) and Corollary 4.7 to non-smooth functions with essentially the same
bound on the excess loss.

4.2

Privacy-Preserving Prediction

Our results can also be used to improve the bounds on generalization error of learning algorithms with
differentially private prediction. These are algorithms introduced to model privacy-preserving learning in
the settings where users only have black-box access to the model via a prediction interface [DF18]. Formally,
Definition 4.9 ([DF18]). Let K be an algorithm that given a dataset s̄ ∈ (X × Y )n and a point x ∈ X
produces a value in Y . Then K is -differentially private prediction algorithm if for every x ∈ X, the output
K(s̄, x) is -differentially private with respect to s̄.
The properties of differential privacy imply that the expectation over the randomness of K of the loss of
K at any point is uniformly stable. Specifically, for every -differentially private prediction algorithm, every
loss function `Y : Y × Y → [0, 1], two datasets s̄ and s̄0 that differ in a single element and (x, y) ∈ X × Y
we have that

0
E[`Y (K(s̄, x), y)] ≤ e · E[`Y (K(s̄ , x), y)].
K

K

In particular, this implies that
0

E[`Y (K(s̄, x), y)] − E[`Y (K(s̄ , x), y)] ≤ e − 1.
K

K

.
Therefore our generalization bounds can be applied to the data-dependent function M (s̄, (x, y)) = EK [`Y (K(s̄, x), y)].
This gives the following corollary of Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 4.10. For  ∈ (0, 1), let K : (X × Y )n × X → Y be an -differentially private prediction and
.
`Y : Y × Y → [0, 1] be an arbitrary loss function. Let M (s̄, (x, y)) = EK [`Y (K(s̄, x), y)]. Then there
exists a constant c such for any probability distribution P over Z and any δ ∈ (0, 1):
"
#
p
2 ln(4/δ)
√
Pr E[M (s̄)] − Es̄ [M (s̄)] ≥ c log(n) log(n/δ) +
≤ δ.
s̄∼P n
n
P
These bounds are stronger than those obtained in [DF18] in several parameter regimes (but are more
generally incomparable since bounds in [DF18] are multiplicative).
Dwork and Feldman [DF18] describe an algorithm for agnostically learning threshold functions on a
line with differentially private prediction. Their analysis of the generalization error of this algorithm relies
crucially on the generalization properties of differentially private prediction. Their weaker generalization
bound does not give the high-probability bound on the generalization error that is necessary for satisfying the
standard definition of agnostic learning. By plugging Thm. 4.9 we obtain a bound on generalization error
that holds with high probability and achieves the optimal rate (up to logarithmic factors). We omit more
formal details since they require several additional definitions and the application itself is straightforward.
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